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The doors to college athletes profiting off
their name, image and likeness will swing
open Thursday. Many already are in position
to cash in.
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These athletes already have plans to monetize
their name, image and likeness
WESTERN BULLDOGS star Adam Treloar has
suffered some “complications” after ankle
surgery and may not play again this season.
Treloar, who crossed to the Bulldogs from
Collingwood in an acrimonious ...

Huge Dogs blow as Treloar faces end to
season; ANOTHER injury for Brownlow star:
Casualty Ward
The Cats have boosted their team
significantly from the line-up that thrashed
Essendon last week, with Jordan Clark
(shoulder) back after missing just one match
and Sam Simpson (quad), Quinton Narkle ...

VFL TEAMS: Seagulls, Cats pump up for massive
match
Sydney have taken a huge step towards their
first AFL finals series in three years with a
stunning 19-point upset of the Western
Bulldogs. Jordan Dawson kicked three firsthalf goals and the Swans ...

Swans shake off Bulldogs in AFL upset
Throughout the games, multiple players, from
Jayson Tatum to Bradley Beal, have been
staring down the officials following no-calls
as they’re accustomed to receiving touch
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fouls or star-treatment ...

Throughout the games, multiple players, from
Jayson Tat…
Alastair Clarkson will finish up his
illustrious tenure as Hawthorn coach at the
end of 2022 and hand the reins over to Sam
Mitchell as part of a succession plan. It
ends one of the most successful ...

A 17-year rise from a virtual unknown to a
legend: Clarko’s climb to Hawks greatness
President emphasizes bipartisan framework and
the Democratic reconciliation package will
bolster US response to climate crisis ...

Biden says ‘we can’t wait any longer to deal
with climate crisis’ in infrastructure pitch
– as it happened
Two-time Brownlow medallist Nat Fyfe has been
named to return from injury for the second
week in a row, while star Brisbane midfielder
Lachie Neale has been included for the clash
with Adelaide ...

Fyfe to return, Lions star Neale in doubt
Brook Lopez scored a playoff career-high 33
points in the Bucks' Game 5 win, and he did
it by controlling the paint like he did early
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in his career.

Opinion: Brook Lopez's throwback performance
helps put Bucks on brink of NBA Finals
Rajitha Ratwatte A cloudless blue sky, the
temperature hovering around 10 degrees
Celsius, dry conditions underfoot all the
requirements for a day of glorious running
rugby in Aotearoa – New Zealand.

A Pfeiffer, a century and the rules of Rugby
As Carlton mastered its latest technique to
steal defeat from the jaws of victory, Sam
Walsh had clearly seen enough.

Wreck It Ralph: The best 20 players aged 22
and under in the AFL
It was Hawthorn’s biggest win, Port’s biggest
loss, and the most points the Power has ever
conceded. Lance Franklin and Cyril Rioli
combined for 14 goals, while Jordan Lewis and
Sam Mitchell had 65 ...

From the Archives, 2011: Hawks dismantle the
Power
How does your club’s age profile rank
compared to other teams in the competition,
and which elder statesman will be getting a
tap on the shoulder at year’s end?
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Mick McGuane makes his call on every club’s
players aged 30 and above for 2022
What is set to be a summer of changes at
Nottingham Forest started earlier this month
with the official announcement of the club’s
retained list. It contained few surprises,
with all of those ...

Every player contracted to Nottingham Forest
as EFL confirm full list
Derby County have a long list of free agents
to study as all Championship clubs have
announced their retained list for next
season. It is a strange transfer window for
clubs across the division ...

Diedhiou, Pritchard, Tettey - Every free
agent in the Championship for Derby County to
consider
Their departures have been known for a while
now, but today will officially be their last
day as a Nottingham Forest player for some.
In line with general football practice, a
number of players ...

Samba Sow, Michael Dawson and every player
officially leaving Nottingham Forest today
1, Bryson DeChambeau, 1,677. 2, Jordan
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Spieth, 1,649. 3, Justin Thomas, 1,648. 4,
Viktor Hovland, 1,619. 5, Jason Kokrak,
1,511. 6, Xander Schauffele, 1,423. 7, Sam
...

PGA Tour Statistics
Finding the heir apparent to Sam Ehlinger is
easier said than ... one of the more complete
in the conference. Jake Smith, Troy Omerie,
Jordan Whittington, Joshua Moore, Roschon
Johnson, and ...

Texas Longhorns Top Talent for 2021: No. 1 RB Bijan Robinson
As if there wasn’t enough happening in KFC
SuperCoach with Covid scares, isolation, rule
... Sam Walker and James Tedesco analysis
above. Storm: 1. Nicho Hynes, 2. George
Jennings, 3. Reimis ...
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